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About This Game

"Long, long ago, the elven sorcerers cast a spell to save the floating world of Ara Fell from destruction. Instead, they doomed it to
fall from the sky. By chance, the fate of the world has been placed in the hands of a young woman. Join her as she and her

friends endeavor against all odds to save their homeland, all while the clock ticks ever nearer the final hour..."

Ara Fell combines the best parts of Japanese-style roleplaying games with the best parts of western RPGs, as well as including
elements of visual novels and adventure games to create a truly unique experience. Atmosphere, emotion and surprise lie at the
forefront of Ara Fell's story, driven by deep and accessible characters, each with his or her own past, their own desires and their

own motivations for joining Lita's quest. Relive the golden age of the RPG with a game that both pays homage to the past
greats, as well as blazing its own trail.
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EXPLORATION - Ara Fell is a world meant to be explored! Jump, crawl, swim and even fly through the air to solve
puzzles and discover new locations filled with hidden treasure, secrets and adventure! Every corner of Ara Fell is
designed with exploration in mind.

OPEN WORLD - Most of the world can be explored from the moment you leave Aloria Village, the heroine's home
town... provided, of course, you're strong enough. A clever explorer may be able unlock secrets and discover powerful
equipment early in the game if he or she commits to taking advantage of the open nature of the game world.

TACTICAL COMBAT - Ara Fell may be a story-heavy game, but the world is still fraught with danger. Choose
specialized equipment and statistics, customizing each character to best suit your play style, and to best thwart each boss
battle's unique mechanics.

CHARACTER DRIVEN - When you join Ara Fell's unwitting heroine on her quest to save her homeland, you'll
discover a world filled with vibrant characters who laugh, cry, crack jokes, lose their tempers, and even their will to go
on as the size and scope of the curse that plagues Ara Fell becomes apparent. Friends and villains alike are not who they
seem as the stakes grow ever higher...
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Pretty boring. Confusing and very awkward controls. Nothing about it interested me enough to really try and figure them out,
and it looked like it was going to take a lot of work to do so. There's not even a lot of story -- none that's clearly expressed,
anyway -- and not much instruction or direction. It just kind of hopes you somehow know what to do.. Early days but still very
enjoyable with lots of monthly improvements. The roadmap shows where the game is going and I believe this is going to be
better than FML in the not too distant future.
Best change IMO this year was the removal of the cheats and their loop holes.. The game is abandoned. Here the content is only
for a couple of hours.. Well, this game should be free - considering games like paladin outweigh this 10 fold.. It's very slow, I
fell into some bugs and I'm so confused... but anyway, I like games that make me think even after I finish them... I went into
some googling, and to know this was based on real facts and finding pictures of real people that went through what happens on
this game, in some very immersive parts... it's just very, very brutal.
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Pretty fun if you're looking for a quick fix of arcade racing/demolition/random zombie slaying. Not an astounding game by any
means, and it doesn't bring much new to the table, but it's pretty entertaining if you can get it for pretty cheap.. Not relevant to
the game.. I'd love to review this game, but I never got it to run. After forcing it to quiet after it stopped responding while the
game was loading, I uninstalled it.. Wonderful TD that's a little rough around the edges. Might remind you of Kingdom Rush at
first but it becomes clear pretty fast that it has a lot more depth to it, unfortunately a lot of vital information is obscured, such as
tower and enemy stats. However, having read over the forums there is a dev that communicates really well with the players
providing feedback, so most of the issues I have at the moment are looking to get resolved in the near future. None the less, this
is one of the best Tower Defense games I've played in a good while, providing a damn good challenge and longevity for the
completionist.. Well, knight is dead. I don't know if it I low skill or it should be.

Any way, except start was a little surpirsing no character selection, I like game. Character moves easily and dies so quick :D

I'll play this game more. The fortress is marginably better than the guard tower, but is still easily torn apart by enemy armies
unless spammed by the dozen. The mission it adds is lazily constructed and a poor excuse to have yet another mission in which
you're constantly invaded by huge armies.. its fairly interesting, its a bit broken when it comes to the ai but hey. zombies....

i like what the game tries to do and is looking forward to the upcoming iterations.
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